CASE STUDY

ŠKODA
PULL OUT IN FRONT USING
INTELLIGENT INSIGHTS
1.

“The outputs from the
360°TOUCHPOINT algorithm
let us know exactly how
particular marketing and
sales activities are working
and where our budgets are

Initial situation and goals

ŠKODA is a success story in Switzerland. The traditional Czech brand has constantly grown its market share over the past few years. In 2015, this subsidiary
of Volkswagen AG reached fifth place in the Swiss sales ranking. The Octavia
Combi lifted ŠKODA into the Swiss hit parade of most popular cars – as the
best-selling combi, second best-selling passenger car, best-selling 4x4, and
best-selling diesel car in Switzerland. In addition, ŠKODA has won accolades
for the “best price-performance ratio“ more than 13 times.
To further accelerate this success, ŠKODA importer AMAG entrusted Accelerom with running a 360°TOUCHPOINT analysis on the brand. This included
the following questions and optimisation targets for marketing communication (marcom), and the sales and dealer networks:

a) MarCom

correctly allocated.”

•
•

Jeannine Micheli,
Head of Marketing ŠKODA

b) Sales and dealer network
•

•

Is ŠKODA using the right off- and online media mix for its target groups?
Are its budgets optimally allocated cross-media?

Which sales and dealer touchpoints are really relevant in the purchasing
processes of new and existing customers when it comes to further strengthening new-customer acquisition and increasing customer satisfaction
and loyalty?
What does this mean in terms of activities for employee training and services?

Shortly after the project began the topic of efficient budget allocation became
even more important at AMAG. When the Euro minimum exchange rate was
suddenly abandoned in January 2015, there was a surge in the value of the
Swiss franc of almost 15 percent. This in turn led almost overnight to substantial adjustments and budget cuts by importers in Switzerland as customers
clamoured for the “Euro-bonus” to be passed on. Where could costs be saved
in marcom and sales without damaging performance?

2.

Approach

To answer this question, Accelerom researched the decision-making and
information-seeking behaviour of customers during the purchase of a new
car. Data for the customer journey analysis was collected from drivers of
both ŠKODA cars and competitor brands in German- and French-speaking
Switzerland. The research universe covered the entire spectrum of activities

fig. 1: ŠKODA sold more cars in 2015 despite the appreciation of the franc and reduced budgets

in marketing, sales, communication, media and services.
From posters to sponsoring activities, the website, car sale
portals, showrooms, and sales discussions at dealerships.
Every contact was registered.
The analysis rapidly revealed that there is no ONE key
sales process. Customer journeys vary depending on
the target group and the reason for purchase. So which
multichannel mix of activities should ŠKODA use to most
effectively cover these individual purchasing processes?
This is where the 360°TOUCHPOINT algorithm came in. It
compared the impact of millions of different touchpoint
combinations and calculated which combination of activities achieved the greatest impact in each target customer
group, covering both on- and offline, and direct and indirect customer contact.
Finally, we worked with the client to develop different
scenarios for cross-media campaigns, as well as specific
strategies. Separate marcom and sales implementation
strategies – including sales training – were calculated for
existing and new customers.

3.

Results and business impact

During the first stage of the analysis, the algorithm identified 11 key touchpoints and the touchpoint combination
that most effectively drove car purchasers through the
entire purchase process to the end. Among other findings,
we discovered which key online locations play a decisive
role in the decision to buy, as well as how connections
with off line touchpoints can best be created. Competi-

tor benchmarking provided additional information about
which key touchpoints had optimisation potential for the
ŠKODA brand.

In a second stage, we held scenario workshops to generate different off- and online mixes for new customer acquisition, as well as for existing ŠKODA customers. What
marcom activities can be used to increase sales to new
customers (sub-goal 3, see diagram)? What is the best
way to interact with ŠKODA customers? And further: what
is the most effective way to introduce the new Superb
Combi to the target group? How do individual garages
promote sales (sub-goal 9, see diagram)? The algorithm
generated an optimal activity mix for each of the nine
scenarios. These included between three and ten key activities each.

h

The results helped ŠKODA to align its marcom and sales
budgets effectively with the central touchpoints, design a
brand strategy to cover the relevant off- and online channels, and selectively optimise customer interactions – in-

cluding indirectly via the sales and dealer network. By focusing on and allocating budgets to the right touchpoint
mix, ŠKODA was able to maintain its successful growth
trajectory despite substantial budget cuts: in 2015, ŠKODA once again sold more cars and grew faster than average in the market.

fig. 2: Nine sub-targets and strategies for marcom and sales.

“The results help us to set out clear priorities among all the activities in our sales and dealer networks, understand our clients better, and target their needs more precisely.“
Markus Kohler,
Brand Manager ŠKODA
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